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Delicious Crockpot Recipes: A Full Color Crockpot Cookbook for your Slow Cooker Delicious

Crockpot Recipes A Full Colour Crockpot Cookbook for your Slow Cooker Do you love delicious,

mouth-watering professionally designed crockpot recipes? Would you like seeing the recipes you

are about to cooked in full colour? ThenÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ You are probably tired of books with hundred of

recipes, difficult to follow, with no pictures at all or low quality images? Annoyed by the poor quality

of the recipes some of the recent slow cooker books are offering? Are you after something genially

new, something that make you wish you would be in your kitchen to start cooking right away?

>>Delicious crockpot recipes is offering what almost no other books in the market are displayingiv>
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I bought a crockpot with the intention of making easy dinners but I draw blanks when it comes to

recipes! Then I was gifted this book! It has so many delicious recipes and almost all of the recipes in

this book are are so easy to prepare! I've looked up crockpot recipe books before but I always back

down from buying them because I worry the recipes won't be easy or reasonable but I love this one!

It is my new go to When I have a big day ahead and won't have too much time to worry about

dinner. I've tweaked a few recipes to match my households taste but overall 5 stars for the base

setup ! I love the beautiful photos of the finished dinner, they look so delicious ! I have actually made



4 dinners from the recipes in the book this past week alone because I have been excited to try new

ideas. My family has been enjoying the different variety of dinners I have been making. It broke us

free from our regular rut dinner schedule! Plus, a crock pot eliminates the use of 2or 3 pans since

you just put all the ingredients in!

I really like this book. My most favorite things about this book are the larger size print first and the

wonderful full color pictures second. The larger print in this book is such a positive point because I

always set my recipe book/card on the counter and are forever running back and forth to read the

tiny print, the large print means I can see it clearly from a distance. The book has lots of great

recipes that I cannot wait to try, and even if I personally cannot use each and every one of them as

they are written, they at least give full instructions and tips so that way I can modify each to my

specific family needs.The book is not tailored to any one specific style of cooking, so it is not a

completely vegetarian or gluten free type of book. It is more of an all around collection of experience

and knowledge, and I can appreciate that. I like an eclectic mix of foods, so why not have books to

compliment that. There are about 30 recipes in this book.

I got this cookbook because I am a busy mom and I'm tired of the same soups and stews and

meatloaf recipes that seem to be in all my other crock pot cookbooks. This one has a variety of

recipes you won't find elsewhere; not the usual bland crockpot fare. I have only made a couple of

recipes so far but they were delicious. I made the Corn, pinto and quinoa enchilada (recipe calls for

vegan cheese but gives you the option for cheddar so that's what I used since I am not vegan), and

I would make it again. My husband really enjoyed the honey and garlic pork roast with baked beans

and sour cream - the chili garlic sauce made it quite tasty. There is even a paella recipe - which I

have never tried to make in a crock pot before, so that one is definitely on the list to try. There are

full-page, color photos with every single recipe, and seeing these beautiful dishes makes me want to

try more of the recipes.

If you enjoy crockpot cooking this is the book for you. A full page color 8.5x11 picture for every

recipe. These are new recipes, designed from scratch by full-time experienced chefs. Full

description of numbers of serves per recipe, amount of calories per serve and difficulty. An

introduction for every recipe that will make you want to cook it soon.. This book has it all. The

pictures are beautiful, the instructions easy to understand, the amount of time it take is fully

explained. The table on contents is separated into the different types of foods and dishes. We have



two crock pots and these recipes will be getting used a lot. We have tried thee of them and they all

came out great. This book would also make a nice gift. There is a lot packed in this book and the

price is great.

This book is both beautiful and functional. I am always looking for cookbooks that have 1) doable

recipes and 2) pictures of what it is supposed to look like. This book does both, and encapsulates

everyday life with a touch of class, making the dishes formal if you should so wish. After having the

book for only one week, I have tried a few of the recipes and found them to be outstanding. I get

everything ready the night before, putting it all into a ziplock bag. In the morning I put it in the

crockpot, set it to what it calls for, and off I go. In the evening it is wonderful to come home to a meal

that is already cooked and waiting. So many cookbooks are complicated in their ingredients and

preparation. Everybody with a busy lifestyle should have this cookbook by Katie Banks.

I really enjoy this cookbook. Being a mom of two boys, life is pretty crazy. We joke that if it can't be

cooked in the crock pot never expect it on the table so this book is perfect for me. The pot roast

recipe is great, I'm always looking for new ways to cook things. This book has great photos, the

instructions are very easy to follow. The recipes are very tasty, it has from main dishes to desserts.

If you are anything like me and love your crockpot I highly recommend this book.

Katie Banks offers no other ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœcredentialsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ except that she loves

cooking. ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœMy purpose is to share my cooking with kitchen lovers. I believe people

deserve to enjoy recipes of the highest quality, accompanied with amazing pictures. Through

research and the assistance of professional chefs and photographers around the world, my aim is to

put together the best recipes in the market to make people enjoy.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢After a warmly

personal and brief introduction Katie opens her recipe book with Beef Recipes, Chicken Recipes,

Chili Recipes, Desserts Recipes, Fish Recipes, Pork Recipes, Soup and Stew Recipes, Turkey

Recipes, and Vegetarian Recipes ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ each accompanied by a handy

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœDetailsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ note about the level of difficulty, prep and cooking time,

calories per portion and number of servings followed by a careful listing of ingredients and

preparation instructions and ending with cooking tips an gorgeous photographs of what to expect at

the end of that journey!Very fine recipes in a beautiful book that will likely become the main stay of

every caring kitchen. Highly Recommended. Grady Harp, June 17
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